We practice advocacy — and only advocacy. We bring our extensive experience into trial and appellate courtrooms, Congressional hearings, and government agencies. Our firm has achieved success for a range of clients. We have helped recover fraud losses for Enron shareholders, obtained compensation for Holocaust survivors, worked to recover almost one billion dollars for homeowners with defective construction materials, and in several jurisdictions ended the unconstitutional practice of police subjecting minor law violators to unnecessary strip searches. We serve our clients with the efficiency and dedication only achievable by a firm of our size.

HELPING HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS

Our firm acted as co-lead counsel in a case on behalf of survivors of the Holocaust in Hungary and their heirs, whose personal property, found on the “Gold Train”.

PROTECTING KIDS FROM 'JOE CAMEL'

Our firm was among the first group of law firms to challenge tobacco industry advertising practices.

REPRESENTING ENRON INVESTORS

CGL served as “Washington Counsel” on behalf of the defrauded shareholders in the Enron Securities Litigation.

Our firm has brought together highly skilled lawyers with a diversity of experience matched by few other law firms of our size. What unites all of us is an uncompromising commitment to excellence.